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Abstract : We re-evaluate the ft-values and their radiative corrections for the eight superallowed 0'
decays for which very accurate data are available and also include the results for '°C, for which
the measurements are approaching a similar accuracy . The main new feature is a recalculation of
the nuclear-structure dependent part CNs of the O(a) radiative correction using wave functions
more realistic than thosA used previously. This determines the value of the element V� d of the
quark mixing matrix . Moreover, we recalculate Vus in the framework ofa quark model . The resulting
values of these two matrix elements indicate a violation of unitarity of the mixing matrix. We
discuss implications of this regarding possible extensions of the minimal version of the standard
model of electroweak interactions .

l. Introduction

The study of superallowed 0+ -> 0+ nuclear ß decays (=Fermi decays) is the tool
by which the element Vud of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa quark mixing matrix
(KM-matrix) is extracted most precisely . An updated compilation of the experi-
mental results for the eight accurately measured decays has been published by Hardy
et at. ') and Kikstra et al. 2 ) . Also progress in measuring the decay of '°C more
precisely has been reported by Nagai et al. 3) .

Jaus and Rasche 4) and Rasche et al. 5 ) recalculated the usual radiative corrections
for the nine decays . In addition the nuclear-structure dependent part (called CNS)
of the axial-vector-induced contribution to the O(a) radiative correction was calcu-
lated for the first time . It turned out that its inclusion is essential at the present level
of accuracy. It is therefore necessary to check whether the result for CNS changes
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if one takes more realistic nuclear wave functions for its calculation than were used
by Jaus and Rasche. This is the main new feature of this paper. Although the '°C
result at the moment still has an uncertainty of over three times the uncertainty of
the other eight accurately-measured Fermi decays (see column 6 of table 3) we
include it in our present analysis for completeness and further reference.
The crganisation of the paper is as follows : In sect. 2 we comment on the

calculation of the Fermi function and the uncorrected ft-values for the nine decays .
In sect . 3 we briefly describe the method of applying the radiative and nuclear-
mismatch corrections and Give their numerical values. Sect . 4 explains the method
used to calculate CNS with the more realistic nuclear wave functions . In sect . 5 we
present the final values of ft and Vud, together with a recalculation of V� S , and
discuss their implications for the unitarity of the KM-matrix and possible extensions
of the minimal version of the standard model of electroweak interactions .

In column 1 of table 1 we list the kinetic endpoint energy Eo of the ß spectrum
taken from ref. 3) or derived from the experimental values of QEC given in refs.")
according to Eo= QEC-2mec2 [for consistency we use the set-A values of ref. 2) for
the '°O and 26Al' cases]. The corresponding integrated Fermi function fB has been
cclculated for us by Behrens* . Here the nuclear-charge distribution has been model-
led by a uniform distribution with a finite radius r0A 1/3. The values of the parameter
ro are given in column 2 of table 1 . They are taken from ref. 6) and are consistent
with the compilation of r.m.s . charge radii') . They are also used as the basis for
the electromagnetic and weak radii needed later to calculate the averaged shape
factor C(E) and CNS . Our results are (up to the accuracy needed) insensitive to
variation of ro within its limits of uncertainty as suggested in ref. 7).

TABLE 1
Values of kinetic endpoint energy Eo , radius parameter ro , integrated Fermi functions fB, fl, and fBC as

described in the text, and averaged shape factor C(E)

2. The Fermi function

* We thank Dr. H. Behrens very much for his kindness in providing this information .

(1)
Eo [keV]

(2)
ro [fm]

(3)
fB

(4)
ƒB

(5)

1-C(E) [%]
(6)
ƒBC

10C 885.72 (09) 1 .47 2.3000 (10) 2.2995 (10) 0.02 2.2990 (10)
'40 1808.51 (19) 1 .37 42.730 (20) 42.718 (20) 0.05 42.697 (20)
26Alm 3210.46 (24) 1.34 478.82 (16) 478.77 (18) 0.16 478.80 (18)
34ci 4470.26 (20) 1.33 2001 .8(4) 2002.0 '5) 0.27 1996.6(5)38Km 5021.76 (56) 1 .31 3305.6 (18) 3306.4 (19) 0.34 3295.2 (19)
4`'sc 5403.45 (26) 1 .31 4487.2 (10) 4488.8 (12) 0.49 4466.8 (12)
46v 6028.63 (69) 1 .29 7235.7 (39) 7239.2 (41) 0.58 7197.2 (41)
5O
Mn 66110.16 (32) 1 .28 10 791.4 (26) 10 798.5 (31) 0.68 10 725.1 (31)

'4Co 7220.49 (28) 1 .27 15 854.5 (28) 15 868.5 (38) 0.75 15 749.5 (38)
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TABLE 2
Values of integrated Fermi functions fo , partial half-life t, and fit

The Behrens values offB listed in column 3 of table 1 include the erect of atomic
screening, but have to be corrected for a (more realistic) modified gaussian nuclear-
charge distribution and for recoil effects* . Applying these corrections according to
Behrens and Bühring g'9) [allowing for rounding-off errors in table 1 of ref. g)] we
get fB as given in column 4 of table 1 .

This fB has to be multiplied by the averaged shape factor C(E), which was
discussed extensively by Jaus and Rasche 4) and is taken from refs . 4'S) . For complete-
ness 1- C(E) is given in column 5 of table 1 . The resulting values fBc should in
principle be the same as the f given in table 5 of Hardy et al. ') and table 5 of
Kikstra et al. 2 ) [for the case of '°C see Rasche et ad. 5)] . The agreement is as
satisfactory as can be expected in view of the completely different methods used in
the two calculations .

Applying the atomic-excitation correction '0), we finally getfo as listed in column 1
of table 2. Column 2 of table 2 gives the values for the partial half-lives t (corrected
for electron capture) as taken from refs . ' '3 ) . Column 3 then gives the values offot.
They are the basis to which the radiative and nuclear-mismatch corrections have to
be applied. They should differ from the values of ft given in table 5 of Hardy et
al. ') and table 5 of Kikstra et al. 2 ) only by the atomic-excitation correction . This
is the case within the given uncertainties .

3. Radiative and nuclear-mismatch corrections

The formula for the fully corrected ft-value was given by Jaus and Rasche 4) :

ft : fot[1+4S+S2+83+(a/1r)CNS][1 -M .

503

Here Js is the radiative correction defined in eq. (1 .4) of Jaus and Rasche on the
basis of Marciano and Sirlin "). Besides most of the O(a) effects it also takes

` In ref. 4) the recoil correction was included already in column 1 of table 11 and should not have
been applied again at a later stage; fortunately this caused only a minor numerical error!

(1)
fo

(2)
t (s)

(3)
.Îot (s)

10C 2.2971(10) 1313.6 (63) 3017.6 (145)
14O 42.675 (20) 71-137(19) 3035.8 (16)
26Al' 477.89 (18) 6.3502 (19) 3034.7(15)
34C I 1996.2(5) 1 .52704 (89) 3048.3 (19)
38Km 3294.6 (19) 0.92471 (65) 3046.5 (28)
4`Sc 4466.0 (12) 0.68059 (42) 3039.5 (20)
46v 7195.8 (41) 0.42280 (20) 3042.4(23)
-5OM

n 10 723.4 (31) 0.28336 (36) 3038.6 (40)
s4Co 15 747.0 (38) 0.19344 (14) 3046. 1 (23)
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account of all "leading-log corrections" of O(a" In" mz). The QED short-distance
enhancement factor S(mp, mZ) is given explicitly as a function of the masses in eq.
(11) of Marciano and Sirlin . For m, :-:- mZ (which is strongly suggested by all recent
estimates) this formula does not hold any more and S(mp , mZ) becomes independent
of mt [ref. 12)] . The new numerical values 12) are

compared with the values 1 .0226 and 133.93 taken from Marciano and Sirlin and
used previously by Jaus and Rasche 4) and Rasche et al. 5) . Use of the new values
results in each previous value 4,5) of As being reduced by the negligible amount of
0.003%. The sum as+ 82+ S3 is therefore taken directly from ref. 5) and from
column 5 of table I in ref. 4), and is given in column 1 of table 3. To each of these
values a systematic error of _+0.08 is assigned, due to the uncertain estimate for the
effective mass mA which serves as a low-energy cut-off for the short-distance effects
of the axial-vector induced O(a) corrections [see refs . 4, ")] ; the contribution to the
systematic error due to the uncertainties in the values (3.2) is negligible . This
systematic error will be taken into account only in the nucleus-independent
(=averaged) ft-value .

In column 2 of table 3 we give our value for (a/7)CNs according to the discussion
in sect. 4.

For the nuclear-mismatch correction Sc we use [as did Jaus and Rasche 4)] the
results of the independent groups Ormand and Brown 13) and Hardy et al. ' ) .
Unfortunately their numerical values are not consistent with each other . Therefore
we list Sc for both groups separately in columns 3 and 4 of table 3 . The value for
'°C in column 4 is taken from ref. 14) . Hardy et al. ') associated errors with Sc only

TABLE 3
Values ofradiative corrections, AS+S,+ 33 and (a/a)CNs, nuclear mismatch correction S, and resultant

corrected ft values, from Ormand and Brown 13 ) (OB) and Hardy et a1. 1 ) (TH)

S(mp , mZ) =1.02251 (2),

	

a-'(mp) =133.82 (11) ,	(3 .2)

a ) The uncertainty in the radiative correction in column 1 is systematic and is not included in the
uncertainties of the ft-values .

(1) a )
ds+$2 +$3 [%]

(2)
(a/?l)CNS %]

(3)
ScOB

[°%n]
(4)

SCH [%]
(5)1toB

a )
[s]

(6) a )
1lTH [SI

loc 4.16(8) -0.40(5 1 not av . 0.18 (10) not av. 3125.4 (î54)
140 4.02(8) -0.33(5) 0.19 (13) 0.28 (10) 3141 .8 (47) 3139.0 (39)26Al' 3.94(8) 0.10(2) 0.24 (13) 0.33 (11) 3149.7 (44) 3146.9 (38)
34ci 3.92(8) -0.03(2) 0.48 (14) 0.64 (12) 3151.7 (49) 3146.6 (43)3sKm 3.91(8) -0.02(2) 0.49 (17) 0.70 (12) 3149.5 (61) 3142.9 (48)42Sc 3.91(8) 0.14(l) 0.39 (13) 0.39 (12) 3150.3 (46) 3150.3 (43)46v 3.91(8) 0.07(2) 0.21 (13) 0.45 (12) 3156.8 (48) 3149.3 (45)5OMn 3.90(8) 0.07(2) 0.28 (13) 0.50 (13) 3150.4 (59) 3143.4 (59)s4Co 3.90(8) 0.08(2) 0.35 (13) 0.59 (12) 3156.2 (48) 3148.6 (45)

Avg . 3150.8 (17) 3145.7(15)
X2 6.7 7.5
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after averaging their own values with those of Ormand and Brown ' 3 ) . We therefore
use the uncertainties given in an earlier paper by the same groap's ) ; for the z4(

;

uncertainty we use the same procedure as in ref.'s) . The fully corrected ft-values
according to eq. (3.1) are given in columns 5 and 6 of table 3.

4. The correction CNs

Jaus and Rasche 4) gave formulae for the evaluation of CNs in cases where the
initial and final nuclear states of the 13 decay could be written as superpositions of
two particles or two holes relative to a 0+, T = 0 core. In some of the cases of
interest, it seems desirable to use more realistic wave functions that are more
complicated . Since CNs is expressible in terms of a form factor X(q), which is a
matrix element of a two-body operator between the initial and final many-body
states, it seems appropriate to use the standard shell model approach of expressing
the many-body matrix element as a sum of products oftwo-body transition densities
(TBTD) and two-body matrix elements (TBME) . This requires the two-body operator
to first be written as the sum of products of irreducible spherical tensors in ordinary
(J) space and isospin (T) space. Values of the TBTD may then be obtained for
realistic initial and final wave functions, corresponding to the best-available shell
model interactions, by using OXBASH - the Oxford- Buenos-Aires-MSU shell
model code 16). Values of the TBME are expressed in terms of radial integrals of
three types, which can be evaluated analytically for harmonic-oscillator radial wave
functions.

In order to make the development of the required formulae more or less self-
contained, we repeat some formulae given by Jaus and Rasche 4) . Thus we have

where

CNs= 89A

	

X(q) dq,

	

(4.1)
10

Emnkgk

	

(q) _ `~ 2 1 ~fI

	

(,~m e _,q.x )a(T_Qn e~q.x)bll)

	

4.2
a56b

je -'q-x=

	

1

	

[(p e-`q-x+e "g ~p)e+ i(q x Q)(e+g) e -'q .x ] ,

	

(4.3)
2M

e =2(1 + TZ) ,

	

M- =2(lus+ "VTZ) ,

	

(4.4)

lii=IJ-=0+, M=O, T=1, MT),

	

1f)=10+01MT -1) .

	

(4.5)

Eq. (4.2) may be written

X(q) =

	

2_ 2(fi

	

~

	

[(q xJ) e -'q.']a - (T_Q e iq .x)bll) -

	

(4.6)
2,lq

	

ai- b



where

a,
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Now we express the operator in eq. (4.8) in terms of spherical tensors in T-space,
using

z_ =f T'_ 1 ,

	

TZ = Tó ,

	

(4.10)

and

4 (11 vp - v I kg)T,',(a)T,'£ _�(b) = T~,(ab) _ (-1)kT~(ba) ,

	

k =1, 2 .

	

(4.11)

Then, after using the Wigner-Eckart theorem in T-space, we have

2(0}0111 1 Cgs(a) - h(b)T'(b)+gs(b) ' h(a)T1(a)4V Lq

	

a<b

+f{gv(a) ' h(b) -gv(b) ' h(a)}T'(ab)

+N/!13o7(2MT- 1){gv(a) ' h(b)+gv(b) ' h(a)}T2(ab)IIIo+OIi ,

	

(4.12)

where the reduced matrix element is as defined by Brink and Satchler ,") .
The operator in eq. (4.12) must now be expressed in terms of spherical tensors

in .I-space . We consider a single term in (4.12), writing the typical isospin operator
as Tk (ab) :

(®+oIII Y_ gi (a) ' b(b)Tk(ab)iI0+O1 )
a<b

1
- 2M

o+®1 II

	

L.r

	

e_

	

_°9.xa
e °9.xhCq ' (Pa x Qb)a b

+2i(1+,ui){(q' 47a)(q' fib) - q2(

The exponentials are expanded separately in multipoles :

Since one has

(4.7)

one may write (4.6) as

~(q)

t

= '2~q2{fl 1 {gs(a)+$v(a)T~(a)} h(b)T_(b)li} 9
a .9e b

(4.8)



Now we form spherical tensors from the products of R" with P' and X 2, and note
that only spherical tensors of rank 0 can contribute to matrix elements between
states of spin 0. Then, using the Wigner-Eckart theorem in J-space, we get

(0+01 II Y_ gi(a) - h(b)Tk(ab)II0+01)a<b

- 2~ri- Y- iA'-A[(2A + 1)(2A'+ 1 )]'i2~0+lIII

	

Q°(ab, AA') Tk(ab)IIIo+1) ,

	

(4.20)
M AA'

	

a<b

where

Q°(ab, AA') =jA(gra)jA'(grb) 3~(AA'00110)g2[R'(ab, AA'), P'(ab)]°

+(1 +~u,;)

	

2

	

(AA'OOI20)g2[R 2(ab, AA'), X 2(ab) ]°
3 10

+( -1)A (2A + 1)-1/2SAA-g2[1 -2S2(ab)]R °(ab, AA)

	

(4.21)
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(2A + 1)(2a'+= (41r)2 Y iA'-A 1) 112(AA'001 A0)j� (gra)J.'(rb)gAA'n 41r(2A + 1)

xE (- 1 )MYnm(q)R-m(ab, AA') , (4.14)

where

RN,(ab, AA') _~ (AA'~,cM -~ I ~llhl) YA,.,(za) YA'n,,-N,(X6) . (4.l5)
w

We also write

q - (Pa XQb)_-i' (-1)vgYP~�(ab)
v

(4.l6)

where

Pq(ab) _~ (11 pg -P I kg)PP(a)a'9-P(b) , (4.17)
P

and

(q - Gra)(q - Ob)-g2(Oa ' Ob)

-1 2 3(q Qa)(q Ob)
=3g - *q2 (Qa Qb)

-
3g2(Qa ' ~b)

=3g2(s2~)'~2Y2(q) . X2(ab)-3g2[2S2(ab)-3] (4.18)

Here one has'g )

XI,(ab) _~(S S)~, = =, S 2(lya +Qb) S(ab) . (4.19)
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Since

	

® is a spherical tensor of rank 0 in J-space, and Tk is a spherical tensor
o rank k in T-space, we can now introduce the TBTD 19) :

(®+0111 E

	

i(a) -	(b)Tk(ab)110+01)
a<6

=2M 1 i"-" [(2A + 1)(2A'+ 1)]
1i2

x

	

E

	

[3(2J+1)(2T,2 +1)]1i2TBTD (PlP2 ; JT12 : P3P4 ; JT34 :0k)
Pl-P2

P3-P4

JTI ZT34

x ((PIP2)abJT1211IQii (ab, AA') Tk(ab)lll(P3P4)abJT34) -

Here the label p stands for all the nucleon quantum numbers n, l, j and isospin
t = ;. Also (P1 P2)ab represents an antisymmetrized two-body state, Whisk can be
written in terms of ordered two-body states

4.22

The matrix elements of the isospin operators represented by Tk (ab) may now be
evaluated :

(z(a)2(b)Ti211 T1 (b)112(a)2(b)T34)

_ (-1) T~2_T3a(2(a)2(b) T1211 T1(a)112(a)2(b) T34)

- VJU(12T,22L 1T34)

(;(a)2(b)T,211 Tk(ab)112(a)1(b)T34)

= ( -1 ) TI2-T34(2(a)2(b)T1211 Tk (ba)112(a)2(b)T34)
_1 _1

2 2
=6[(2k+1)(2T34 +1)] 12 1 1

1 1

2 2

(4.26)

I (P1 P2)abJT)

~f 11 P1(a)P2(b) - ( -l)'l+J2-J+1-Tp2(a)P1(b))JT) P1 54 P2
11 Pl(a)P1(b)JT) P1= P2 - (4.23)

Then one has

((P1 P2)abJT12111QO(ab, AA')Tk ( ab )li(P3P4) �bJT34)

=fi(P1(a)P2(b)JT1211lQoi(ab, AA')T k (ab)

+Q,°(ba, AA')T k (ba)l1IP3(a)P4(b)JT34)

+f2(P1(a)P2(b)JT,211l Qoi(ab, AA')Tk(ab)

+Qoi(ba, AA')Tk(ba)l11P4(a)P3(b)JT34), (4.24)
where

fl = 2[(1 + SPI P2)(1 + SP3P4) ] -1/2 f2 = (-1 )'3+'4-J-T34f (4.25)



To evaluate the matrix elements of the operator Q°(ab, AA') . we transform the
two-particle states from jj coupling to LS coupling, then recouple the operator to
separate the spin-dependent and space-dependent parts . The spin matrix elements
can be evaluated, and the angle integrals in the space parts can be carried out,
leaving the matrix elements expressed in terms of radiall integrals of three types :

where
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All the q-dependence of X(q) is contained in these integrals.
The radial integrals (4.27) may be evaluated analytically for harmonic-oscillator

single-particle radial wave functions un,(r), using formulae given by Willey 20), in
particular his eqs . (2.79)-(2.83) . Then X(q) is of the form

where b is the harmonic-oscillator length parameter [denoted by rp in ref. 4)], giving
from eq. (1)

1~2
CNS = 8gA(

	

an (2n _ 1) i 1 _

	

(4.29)
b ~~

	

n

The coefficients an depend on the TBTD, which are obtained from OXBASH 16) .
The final formulae are then

CNS=

	

1

	

TBTD k P1 P2 ; JT12 : P3 P4 ; JT34 : Ok)
PI--P2
P3--P4JT1 2T34k

X(q)=Y_
an (hq )2" e-(bq)2/2,

	

(4.28)

X TBME (Pl P2P3P4JT12T34k) ,

TBME (P1 P2 P3 P4JT12T34k) =fiG (P1P2P3 P4JT12T34k)

412G( P1 P2P4P3JT12T34h)

with f1, f2 given by eq. (4.25) and

n

G(PlP2P3P4JT12T34k) = Y_ [di(T12T34k)Gi(P1P2P3P4Jab)i=s,v

The values of di, d i' are given in table 4, while

+d ;(T12T34 k)Gi (P 1 P2P3P4Jba)] .

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)

_

	

2 _
Gi(PIP2P3P4Jab) = Y, g iÙq (PILP2P3P4jub) ~

	

i
= S,V

	

(`f,3l,9 .q=0

Ij (nl, n'l', A) = uni(r)jx(gr)un �r(r)r2 dr,
0

I2(nl, n'l', A) = uni(r)ja,-1(qr) 9 dr u"~~~ (r) r2 dr,ro

I3(nl, n'C, A) = uni(r)ja+1(qr) 1
d + l'+

1 un� . (r) r2 dr . (4.27)
o q dr r
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where

Also

G;( P1 P2 P3P4Jba) = (-1)',+'-' --13--14Gi(P2PIP4P3Jab) .

	

(4.35)

Formulae for the G9 (P1P2 P3 P4Jab), (9 = 0-2) are:

0®(P1 P2 P3 P4Jab)

_

	

[2(2J+ 1)(2j, + 1)(2j2+ 1)(2j3 + 1)(2j4+1)(213+1)(214+ 1)] 1/2

x2:
(-1)A+1(2A + 1)(A13001110)(A14001120)

A

x 1,(n,l,, n31z, A ; n2l,, n414 , A)
1

11 2

x 2: ( -1)S(2L+ 1) W(Ll3 1,A,141,)

	

12

	

2
LS

L S

G 1(PIP2P3P4Jab)

TAULE 4
Values of dj(T,2T34k) and d;(T,2T34k)

goi =g2i=1+A�

1
J1

	

13

	

2

	

J3
_1

"%2 14 2 "l4
J L S J

=

	

2[6(2J+ 1)(2j, + 1)(2j2+ 1)(2j3+ 1)(2j4+ 1)(214+
1)]1/2

X (_1)r, +;,+ ;+ *l	iA'-A+1(2A+1)(LA'+ 1)(AA'00110)(A'14001120)(-1)A
AA

X 1[(13+1)(213+3)1 1/2(Al3+ 10011 10) W(13 11,A,13 + IA)

X 12(ni 1, n313 . A - l ; n212 , n414, A ')

-[13(213 - 1)1 1/2(Al3_10011 10)W(1311 1 A, 13 -1A)

X 13(n, 1, , n3 13 ~ A -1 ; n212, n414, 01 5

`

	

iR1W r " 111
~ e

	

m "

	

I

	

~

	

~

	

1X

	

(a: /1 + 1 ) . . ~ .z !~

	

t 1l )

	

~,/1j2j3j4, Jl1 ) Vv ( 11J1 13j3, -21M4

	

2

	

J4
.1

A' 1 I1

(4.34)

(4.36)

(4.37)

T,2 T14 k\i S

d,(T,2T34k)

V S

di(Ti2T34k)

V

0 1 1 1 1 -1 -1
1 0 1 -1 1 1 -1
1 1 1 f 0 f 0
1 1 2 0 Y~2-(2MT-1) 0 f(2MT-1)



G2(Pl P2 P3 P4Jab)

Here

= 9A(-2)[3(2J+ 1)(2J, + 1)(2j2+ 1)(2J3+ 1)(2j4+ 1)(213+ 1)(214+ 1)]'/2
M

Ij (n,1,, n313, A ; n212 , n414, A')

= J" Ij (n,1,, n313, A)I,(n212 , n414, A') d9,
0

where the Ij (nl, n'l', A) are given in eq. (4.27) .
From these formulae it can be deduced that only the terms with T34 =1 give

nonzero contributions to CNS .

4.2 . CALCULA'riON AND RESULT&
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j=1-3,

(4.38)

(4.39)

Values of the TBTD are calculated using shell model spaces and interactions
appropriate to each of the nine cases considered . For A =10 and 14, complete lp
shell wave functions are obtained with the interaction of van Hees and
Glaudemans 2' ), which was derived in a (0+ 1) bw fit to 136 energies of both normal
and nonnormal parity levels of lp-shell nuclei, using 23 adjustable parameters (fuo
and 22 relative matrix elements) . For A = 26, 34 and 38, we use complete 2sld shell
wave functions for the interaction of Wildentha1 22) ; this was obtained from an
iterative least-squares fit of three single-particle energies and 47 linear combinations
of two-body matrix elements to 447 binding-energy data in the nuclei with A =17-39,
starting with the Kuo G-matrix elements for A= 18 [ref. 23)] . For A = 42, the
interaction of McGrory 24) is used within the complete 2plf space; this interaction
was based on the Kuo-Brown G-matrix elements for A = 42 [ref. 25 )], with
modification of the single-particle energies and 1f,/2 two-body matrix elements to
reproduce known levels in nuclei with A = 41 and 42. In order to illustrate the erects
of configuration mixing on CNS , we compare the results obtained with the above
wave functions to those obtained in the extreme single-particle (esp) truncation, i .e .
1p- 2 ,1p ;/2 ,1d5~2 ,1d3/2 ,1d3~2 and lf7/2 for A =10,14, 26, 34, 38 and 42, respectively .
For A =10, we also calculate CNS with the (8-16) POT interaction of Cohen and

x
iA '

-A (2A + 1)(2A'+ 1)(AA'00 1 20)(A1300 1
AA'

1,0)(A'1400)120)

x I,(n,l� n313, A ; n212, n414, A')

1, 2 Ji 13 2 J3 13 14 L'
x, (2L+1)(2L'+1)W(JL'12,1L) 12 2 j2 14 2 j4 A A' 2

LL L 1 J L' 1 J 1, 12 L
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contributions are written as explicit functions of the isoscalar and isovector nucleon
magnetic moments us and Av . Corresponding to the free-nucleon values ju� =
-1.9131 and M,p = 2.7928 one has lus = -0.1203 and jAv = 3.7059, and these values
are used to get the total values of CNS given in table 5. If desired, values of CNs
corresponding to other (effective) values of lus and juv can easily be obtained . From
table 5, it is seen that the the total isovector contribution is always negative . The
isotensor contribution is negative for '°C and 140, and positive for all other cases .
This is a result of the factor 2MT-1 in the isotensor terms (see table 4), since
MT= 1 for '°C and 140 decays and MT = 0 for all other cases. The total CNS for
'°C and 140 are therefore negative and larger in magnitude than for the heavier nuclei .
For the cases of two particles or two holes relative to closed shells, with esp-

truncation, the values of CNS in table 5 agree with those given previously by Jaus
and Rasche 4) .
Now we note that the value of CNS for 18Ne increases by about 80% in going

from the esp-truncation 1d5/2 to the full (2sld)2 space, and there is a similar increase
of about 70% for 42Sc in going from 1fi2 to (1 f2p)2 . For the 22Mg and 26A1 cases,
the changes are much smaller (+18% and -15%, respectively) . We therefore assume
that the esp values of CNS for 46V, 5'Mn and 54Co would not change by more than
about 2Q°ß n going to the complete lf2p space. Our recommended values of CNS,
with what we regard as reasonable uncertainties, are given in table 6.

Similar calculations of CNS by Towner 48), which have recently become available,
give somewhat different values . In many cases he used interactions and shell model
spaces different from.-ours; only for 34C1 and 18 K with the USD interaction of
Wildentha1 22) can the results. be compared directly . In these cases, his values for
the core and valence contributions are about 20% less than those obtained from
table 5 using the free-nucleon values of pus and uv (and allowing for the different
values of b, using CNS oc b - ' ) . According to Towner 48), such differences can be
attributed to the difference between the operator that he uses in the calculation of
CNS and that of Jaus and Rasche 4), which is used here .
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TABLE 6
Recommended values of CNs

CNS

10
C -1.73(20)

14o -1.42(20)
26Al' 0.42 (10)
34C1 -0.1300)
38K' -0.10(10)
42s

c 0.62(5)
46V 0.3100)
50
Mn 0.3100)

54co 0.36(10)
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5. Results and discussion

A significant systematic dependence offt on the charge Z of the daughter nucleus
[as was discussed by Wilkinson 29) and Rasche and Woolcock 3°) on the basis of
the ft-values of Jaus and Rasche 4)] does not show up in the ft-values of columns
5 and 6 in table 3. In agreement with the CVC hypothesis, each set of ft values in
table 3 is statistically consistent with a constant value, although the '°C and '40

values are appreciably below average. Greater constancy could be obtained by using
"quenched" values of the nucleon magnetic moments, which yield smaller magni-
tudes of CNs. The average values from the fits to the two sets are not compatible.
This is due entirely to the inconsistent values of Sc provided by the two calculations
of Ormand and Brown '3) and Hardy et al. ') . The averages (including their errors)
are in agreement with the averages in Jaus and Rasche 4) . In making this comparison
it should be remembered that about 0.7 s has to be added to the average in ref. 4)
to correct for the error made there in applying the recoil correction twice .

It has been demonstrated ;') that the numerical effects of renormalizing the
KM-matrix are negligible in our case. The relation between I V,,dl2 and the nucleus-
independent, averaged ft-value (we call it Ft) is therefore

'r3 1n 2

	

h 7

	

_ 2984.38 (6) s
Vudi = Ft

	

2M5 C4

	

Ft

The uncertainty in the numerical constant is completely negligible. Inserting the
averages from columns 5 and 6 of table 3 we get :

The error assigned in eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) is a combination of two uncertainties in
quadrature : (i) the statistical uncertainty of the averaged ft-values quoted in table
3, and (ii) the systematic uncertainty of f0.08% in the radiative correction As due
essentially to the low-energy cutoff procedure for the short-distance effects of the
axial-vector induced radiative corrections . Both contributions are roughly of the
same order of magnitude . This emphasises the importance of a more reliable
treatment of the low-energy behaviour of the axial current ; it is only roughly
simulated by the effective cutoff mass mA with its uncertain value.
To test the unitarity of the KM-matrix we first have to discuss V,,, . Since hyperon

ß-decays cannot be used at present for a reliable determination of Vu, [see ref. 32)],

we have to rely on the analysis of Ke3 decays where corrections due to isospin
breaking and SU(3) breaking are under control ; the result given by Leutwyler and
Roos 33) is :

I Vusl = 0.2196 (23) .

	

(5.4)

An important ingredient in this analysis is the form factor at zero momentum transfer

V01312 = 0.9472 (9), Vd = 0.9732 (5), (5.2)

Vud1` = 0.9487 (9), (Vud = 0.9740 (5) . (5.3)
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for the decay KO-* 7r+ e- P,, . In ref. 33) chiral perturbation theory was used to estimate
fKoir+(0) =0.961 (8) .	(5 .5)

It has been suggested 34) that the uncertainties involved in the derivation of eq. (5.5)
from chiral perturbation theory might lead to errors larger than those quoted in eqs.
(5.4) and (5.5) . We therefore have calculated fKO'+ (0) independently in the
framework of a relativistic constituent-quark model, which predicts the electroweak
properties of mesons in the u, d, s quark sector in excellent agreement with

o+
experiment 35) . We found fK ' (0) = 0.963 (4), in agreement with eq. (5.5) .
We have performed an independent analysis of Ke3 decays based upon the

complete form factor f+ (t) derived in the relativistic quark model and using the
measured isospin violation 36)

fK +7rO(0)/f
KO'+(0) =1 .029 (10) .

	

(5.6)
The lifetimes for K3 and K°3 decays have been determined'') by means of con-
strained fits . The radiative corrections of O(a) give rise to an overall factor ")
(1+S)(1+A), where

The uncertainty in eq . (5.7) is again due to the uncertainty of the effective mass MA
and has been discussed already above. The values given in eqs . (5.6) and (5.8) are
different from those used in ref. 33 ) . Combining the results of the two independent
lifetimes we find

I V.Sl = 0.2199 (17) .

	

(5.9)

Though the methods used to obtain the results of eqs . (5.4) and (5.9) are quite
different in detail, the agreement is excellent . The uncertainty of the value in eq .
(5.9) is only statistical ; the small error in eq. (5.7) is insignificant (in contrast to the
situation concerning Vud) .

I vub12 can be completely neglected in the unitarity test of the first row of the
KM-matrix in comparison with the uncertainties in I V�d I2 and I vuSI 2 [see refs . 3''30)] .

Using the values from eqs . (5.2) and (5 .3) together with eq. (5.9), and defining

I vie = I vudl2 +I vu512 +I vub12, we have
I VOBI2 = 0.9956 (12) ,

	

(5.10)
1 VTH1 2 =0.9971 (12) .

	

(5.11)

We thus find that the unitarity of the KM-matrix is violated, a result which was
already found by Jaus and Rasche 4) .

In addition to the problems mentioned above concerning the effective mass MA

and the inconsistent values of Sc , Woolcock 4°) has pointed out that our results

a a=
(
41n mz+ln

tnp
+ .Sálg 2.12(8)%, (5.7)

21r mp MA

S = 0.5% for K°
3 [see ref. 38)] ,

= -2.0% for Ké [see ref. 39)] . (5.8)
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(5.2) and (5.3) are not quite consistent with the latest data obtained from neutron
decay; if this inconsistency persists it may need some other method of resolution.
evertheless we have to deal with the possibility that unitarity of the KM-matrix

is definitely violated and we discuss next an obvious way of interpretation .
e violation of the unitarity of the quark mixing matrix has been derived only

in the context of the minimal version of the standard electroweak model . Except
for our previous result 4) and its confirmation in eqs . (5.10) and (5.11), all existing
data are consistent with the standard model. It is tempting to interpret the 3eeming
violation of unitarity suggested in eqs . (5.10) and (5.11) as an indication of new
degrees of freedom which demand an extension ofthe minimal version. We therefore
briefly discuss two such models, namely the minimal left-right-symmetric model')
and a version ofthe standard model with an extended Higgs sector 42) . For numerical
results, we use only the value (5.10) .

5.1 . LEFT-RIGHT-SYMMETRIC MODEL

An alternative approach to electroweak interactions was proposed long ago ' ),
according to which the basic weak lagrangian is invariant under space reflections
and is based upon the gàuge group SU(2)L x SU(2)Rx U(1). This model naturally
contains left- and right-handed gauge bosons and we are interested in the charged
sector . The mass eigenstates W, and W2 have masses M, and M2 and are given in
terms of the mixing angle C

W, = WL cos C - WR Sin C,

W2= WL sin C + WR cos C .
(5.12)

It has been demonstrated by Wolfenstein 43) that a seeming violation of the unitarity
of the KM-matrix in the standard model can be transformed into a finite mixing
angle C The argument depends upon the structure of the neutrino sector which
contains a very light vL whose mixing with vR is small and can be neglected, while
the heavy vR does not participate in jA or .8 decay [see e.g . ref. 44)) . This means that
there is no change in the parameters of A decay, while the effective lagrangiar, for
ß decay is

where

°T ff = 4GFVy L(1 - Y5)e

	

Z

	

YuAY L(CV- CAy5)9u 9
i=d,s,b

cA = 1+(1+

	

;/

	

2)(tan C+tan2

	

+O(C3)) .

(5.13)

(5.14)

In writing down eqs . (5.13) and (5.14) we have assumed left-right symmetry of the
mixing matréces and have neglected Cf violating effects; the necessary modifications
are discussed in ref. 43) .

* The influence on this analysis ofa possible 17 keV neutrino will be investigated in a forthcoming paper .
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If nuclear ß-decay is analyzed on the basis of eqs. (5.13) and (5.14), the unitarity
violating eq. (5.10) is replaced by

This result is consistent with the constraints provided by A-decay 45) : ~< 0.05 and
M,/M2 < 0.2 . More stringent upper limits are set by an analysis of nonleptonic
transitions 46 ) : C < 0.004 and M,/M2<0.05 ; however, the treatment of nonleptonic
processes is model-dependent and therefore the limits are somewhat uncertain.

5.2 . EXTENSION OF THE HIGGS SECTOR

We can also try to understand the seeming violation of unitarity by investigating
the Higgs sector . We only know it is the cause of the spontaneous breaking of the
gauge symmetry, and in the minimal version there is but one physical Higgs scalar.
A "natural" and minimal extension of the Higgs sector has been proposed some
time ago 42) by the postulation of an additional charged scalar particle . This model
leads to a wealth of lepton-number violating processes, and also provides a simple
mechanism for a large magnetic moment of the neutrino, while keeping its mass
small 4') . In this model there is a charged scalar field h+ that is a singlet of SU(2)~
and hence couples antisymmetrically to the lepton doublets

_ v
Lm = 2( 1

	

y5)_

	

m
em

and its charge conjugate Lm~, where m denotes the lepton family. This leads to the
lagrangian density

Yh =fmnLmJT2Lnh+ ,

	

(5.18)

with fm,, = Jnm " If the model contains also right-handed neutrino singlets a more-
general coupling is possible which, however, does not affect our conclusion . It is
assumed that the Yukawa coupling, eq. (5.18), conserves weak isospin L, therefore
L(h +) = -2 and consequently h } cannot couple to quarks . This is an important
property of the model and it means that the analysis of ß decay is not affected by
this new degree of freedom. The coupling of eq. (5 .18) generates an effective
four-fermion interaction which is given by

2

yel =
.Îel.,2

eYa(1 - Ys)veveLY a(1 - Y5)9,2Mh
(5.19)

where Mh is the mass of h + and we have not included the interaction with r-leptons.
Eq . (5.19) shows that only the strength of A-decay is changed, i.e . A-decay and

cv~ V~2 =0.9956 (12) , (5.15)
and if the unitarity of the KM-matrix is postulated we find

c~ = 0.9956 (12) (5.16)
or

~(1- Mi/M2) = 2.2(6) X 10-3 . (5.l7)
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-decay are governed by different coupling constants . The Fermi coupling constant
GF which is measured in IA-decay is now given by

2M
GF=G

1 +4fe
g

	

w
g` Mti

g-

The unitarity violating eq. (5.10) is now replaced by
~ 2

1 V12 G2 = 0.9956 (12)

	

(5.21)
GF

and the unitarity of the KM-matrix leads to

	

GF= 0.9956 (12) . This is an equation
for the coupling strength of the scalar h+,

féA/M ;, = 3.6 (10) x 10-g GeV-2 ,

	

(5.22)

which means thatf,2,,,/M?--3x 10-3 GF [this quantity GF is (hC) -3 times the quantity
GIF in eq. (5.1)] . This result is consistent with the constraints established in ref. 42)] .

For completeness sake we mention that in order for the branching ratio for f, -> e y
to be below the experimental bound of 5 x 10-" we find that the coupling to 'r-leptons
gives ferfper/ Mh < 1 .2x 10-~ GeV-2 .

In conclusion, every extension of the standard model enlarges its particle content .
We have discussed two examples, in which the seeming violation of unitarity in the
minimal standard model can be interpreted as a measure for the strength of the
coupling or mixing between old and new particles in a framework that respects the
unitarity of the KM-matrix .

The authors are grateful to H. flehrens for providing the values of the integrated
Fermi function, to F. Jegerlehner and A. Sirlin' for useful discussions, and to the
Swiss National Foundation for financial support. This work was supported in part
by the US National Science Foundation grant number PHY-9017077.
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